The paper is devoted to constructive theory of synthesis of irreducible polynomials and irreducible N-polynomials (with linearly independent roots) over finite fields. For a suitably chosen initial N-polynomial F 1 ðxÞAF 2 s ½x of degree n; polynomials F k ðxÞAF 2 s ½x of degrees 2 kÀ1 n are constructed by iteration of the transformation of variable x-x þ d 2 x À1 ; where dAF 2 s and da0: It is shown that the set of roots of the polynomials F k ðxÞ forms a normal basis of F 2 2 kÀ1 sn over F 2 s : In addition, the sequences are trace-compatible in the sense that the trace relation maps the corresponding roots onto each other. Furthermore, for a prime power q ¼ p s ; some recurrent methods for constructing families of monic irreducible polynomials of degree np k ; kX1; over F q is given. This construction is a generalization of Varshamov's construction given for prime fields. The construction gives an iterative technique to construct sequences ðF k ðxÞ kX0 Þ of N-polynomials of degree p kþ2 over F q : r
Introduction
Let F q be the Galois field of order q ¼ p s ; where p is a prime and s is a natural number and F n-dimensional extension of F q and can be considered as a vector space of dimension n over F q : The Galois group of F q n over F q is cyclic and is generated by the Frobenius mapping sðaÞ ¼ a q ; aAF q n :
A normal basis of F q n over F q is a basis of the form N ¼ fa; a q ; y; a q nÀ1 g; i.e. a basis consisting of all the algebraic conjugates of a fixed element aAF Ã q : Recall that an element aAF q n is said to generate a normal basis over F q if its conjugates form a basis of F q n as a vector space over F q : For our convenience we call an element a generating a normal basis a normal element.
A monic irreducible polynomial F ðxÞAF q ½x is called normal or N-polynomial if its roots are linearly independent over F q : The minimal polynomial of an element in a normal basis fa; a q ; y; a q nÀ1 g is mðxÞ ¼ Q nÀ1 i¼0 ðx À a q i ÞAF q ½x; which is irreducible over F q : The elements in a normal basis are exactly the roots of some N-polynomial. Hence an N-polynomial is just another way of describing a normal basis. It is well known that such a basis always exists and any element of N is a generator of N:
In this paper we consider only monic polynomials, i.e. the polynomials whose leading coefficient is equal to 1:
The construction of N-polynomials over any finite fields is a challenging mathematical problem. Interest in N-polynomials stems both from mathematical theory and practical applications such as coding theory and several cryptosystems using finite fields.
The problem in general is: given an integer n and the ground field F q ; to construct a normal basis in F q n over F q ; or equivalently, construct an N-polynomial in F q ½x of degree n; using an efficient construction method.
Several authors have given algorithms for the construction of normal bases. The polynomial-time algorithms given by Lenstra [5] and Lu¨neburg [6] are similar to the classical procedure of Gauss for determining primitive elements in cyclic groups. Semaev [13] has given a general algorithm which reduces in deterministic polynomial time the construction of a normal basis to factoring polynomials. In each case these algorithms do not allow the construction of the corresponding N-polynomials, at least not in an obvious way.
Our aim now is to determine, over any field F q ; where q ¼ p s ; sequences ðF k ðxÞÞ k40 of N-polynomials of degree np k ; in such a way that starting from a suitable polynomial F 1 ðxÞ of degree n the polynomials F k ðxÞ are iteratively generated by a simple rational transformation. Such a sequence of polynomials defines a sequence of extension fields F q np k whose union is denoted by F q np N ¼ S kX0 F q np k : Some results on the construction of specific sequences ðF k ðxÞÞ kX1 of N-polynomials over F q ; the interested reader can find in [1, 3, 8, 9, 11] . All these constructions of sequences ðF k ðxÞÞ kX1 of N-polynomials are considered as computationally easy.
Cohen [2] and McNay [7] gave iterative constructions of irreducible polynomials of 2-power degree over finite fields of odd characteristics. Meyn [9] and Chapman [1] have shown that these polynomials are N-polynomials.
Another family of N-polynomials of degree 2 k was given by Gao [3] . In [3] Gao constructed specific sequences ðF k ðxÞÞ kX0 of N-polynomials of degree p kþ2 over F p : He used substitutions introduced earlier by Varshamov [14] , which will be discussed in Section 4.
In [11] Sheerhorn constructed a sequence of N-polynomials of degree p kþ1 over F q ; which will be discussed in Section 4.
In this paper computationally easy explicit constructions of sequences ðF k ðxÞÞ kX0 of monic irreducible and normal polynomials over F q are presented.
In Section 3, for a suitable chosen initial N-polynomial F 1 ðxÞAF 2 s ½x of degree n; the defining polynomials F k ðxÞAF 2 s ½x of degrees 2 kÀ1 n are constructed by iteration of the transformation of variable x-x þ d 2 x À1 ; where dAF Ã 2 s : Moreover, the set of roots of the polynomials F k ðxÞ forms a normal basis of F 2 2 kÀ1 sn over F 2 s : In addition, the sequences are trace-compatible in the sense that the trace relation maps the corresponding roots onto each other.
In the constructions of N-polynomials over F 2 s suggested by Gao [3] and Scheerhorn [11] the initial polynomial is a quadratic normal polynomial. We suggest a construction in which the initial polynomial is a normal polynomial of arbitrary degree.
In Section 4 some recurrent methods to construct families of monic irreducible polynomials of degree np kþ1 ; kX0 over F q are given. The presented construction is a generalization of Varshamov's construction which was given for F p fields [15] .
In particular, this construction gives a more general iterative technique to construct sequences ðF k ðxÞÞ kX0 of N-polynomials of degree p kþ2 over F q compared with the ones given by Gao [3] and by Scheerhorn [11] .
Finally, in Section 5 it is proved that if PðxÞ is an N-polynomial of degree n ¼ p e n 1 with gcdðp; n 1 Þ ¼ 1 and eX1; over F q ; then the polynomial F ðxÞ ¼ Pðax þ bÞ; where a; bAF q and aa0; is an N-polynomial over F q :
Preliminaries
We use here the definitions and notation used by Gao in [3] and by Meyn in [9] , where similar problems for fields of odd characteristics were considered.
The trace function of F q n over F q is
The trace function is a linear functional from F q n to F q : For brevity, we denote the trace function by Tr q n jq : The trace of an element over its characteristic subfield is called the absolute trace.
Recall that the Frobenius map:
is an automorphism of F q n that fixes F q : In particular, s is a linear transformation of F q n viewed as a vector space of dimension n over F q : By definition, aAF q n is a normal element over F q if and only if a; sa ¼ a q ; s 2 a ¼ a
are linearly independent over F q : In terms of linear algebra, this is equivalent to saying that a is a cyclic vector of F q n over F q for s:
To characterize all the normal elements, we first determine the minimal and characteristic polynomials of s: Proposition 1. The minimal and characteristic polynomial for s are identical, both being x n À 1:
i which is also a linear transformation on F q n :
The null space (or kernel) of gðsÞ is defined to be the set of all elements aAF q n such that gðsÞa ¼ 0; we also call it the null space of gðxÞ: For any element aAF q n ; the monic polynomial gðxÞAF q ½x of the smallest degree such that gðsÞa ¼ 0 is called the s-order of a (some authors call it the s-annihilator, the minimal polynomial, or the additive order of a). We denote this polynomial by Ord a;s ðxÞ: Note that Ord a;s ðxÞ divides any polynomial hðxÞ annihilating a (i.e. hðsÞa ¼ 0). In particular, for every aAF q n ; Ord a;s ðxÞ divides x n À 1; the minimal or characteristic polynomial for s:
Our objective is to locate the normal elements in F q n over F q : Let aAF q n be a normal element. Then a; sa; y; s nÀ1 a are linearly independent over F q : So there is no polynomial of degree less than n that annihilates a with respect to s: Hence, according to Proposition 1, the s-order of a must be x n À 1; that is a is a cyclic vector of F q n over F q with respect to s: So an element aAF q n is a normal element over F q if and only if Ord a;s ðxÞ ¼ x n À 1: Let p denote the characteristic of F q and let n ¼ n 1 p e ; where gcdðp; n 1 Þ ¼ 1 and eX0: For convenience we denote p e by t: Suppose that x n À 1 has the following factorization in F q ½x:
where j i ðxÞAF q ½x are the distinct irreducible factors of x n 1 À 1: For 1pipr; let
We assume that F i ðxÞ has degree m i for 1pipr: Further we will need Schwarz's Theorem [12] We consider certain infinite extensions of a finite field F 2 sn which have the shape
and are specified by a sequence of irreducible polynomials F k ðxÞAF 2 s ½x of degrees 2 kÀ1 n: The basis of our construction in Section 3 will be the iterated application of the Q-transformation which is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Q-transformation). If F ðxÞAF 2 s ½x is a polynomial of degree m then its polynomial image of degree 2m is defined by
where dAF
Varshamov in [15] proved that this transformation can be used to produce an infinite sequence of irreducible polynomials over F 2 : Kyuregyan [4] suggested a more general construction over F 2 s which is the following.
Proposition 3 (Kyuregyan [4, Theorem 3]). Let dAF
Ã 2 s and F 1 ðxÞ ¼ P n u¼0 c u x u be an irreducible polynomial over F 2 s whose coefficients satisfy the conditions
Then all members of the sequence ðF k ðxÞÞ kX1 defined by
are irreducible polynomials over F 2 s :
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In Section 4 we use the following rational transformations of polynomials: for a polynomial F ðxÞ of degree n its monic reciprocal is defined by
Let p be the characteristic of F q : In Section 4, for each positive integer k we shall construct irreducible polynomials of degree p k n over F q and N-polynomials of degree p k over F q : To do this we will need the result obtained by Varshamov [8, 14] . 
N-polynomials and quadratic extensions
The following theorem shows how Proposition 3 can be used to produce infinite sequences of N-polynomials over F 2 s : The method of the proof of Theorem 1 implies that the initial polynomial has to be a normal polynomial of degree n over F 2 s : So this specific construction solves the problem raised by Scheerhorn in [10] for the finite fields of characteristic 2: Theorem 1. Let dAF Ã 2 s and F 1 ðxÞ ¼ P n u¼0 c u x u be an N-polynomial of degree n over F 2 s whose coefficients satisfy the conditions
Then the sequence ðF k ðxÞÞ kX1 defined by
is a trace-compatible sequence of N-polynomials of degree 2 k n over F 2 s for every kX1:
Proof. Let a be a root of F 1 ðxÞ: Since the polynomial F 1 ðxÞ is an N-polynomial of degree n over F 2 s ; then aAF 2 sn is a normal element over F 2 s and is of order Ord a;s ðxÞ ¼ x n þ 1: Let n ¼ n 1 2 e where n 1 is an odd integer and eX0: For convenience we denote 2 e by t: Let x n þ 1 has the following factorization in F 2 s ½x:
where j i ðxÞAF 2 s ½x are the distinct irreducible factors of x n þ 1:
We assume that F i ðxÞ ¼ P m i v¼0 t iv x v ; i ¼ 1; 2; y; r: Since F 1 ðxÞ is an N-polynomial, by Proposition 2 we have
Now, let a kþ1 be a root of F kþ1 ðxÞ: We have to show that for all kX1; a kþ1 is a normal element of F 2 2 k sn over F 2 s : According to Proposition 3, if both the conditions in (4) are satisfied, then the polynomial
k n for every kX1: Hence we need only to show that the s-order of a kþ1 is Ord a;s ðxÞ ¼ x
Note that by (6) the polynomial x 2 k n þ 1 has the following factorization in F 2 s ½x:
where j i ðxÞAF 2 s ½x are the distinct irreducible factors of x 2 k n þ 1: Let
and by (7) we obtain
Hence
It follows that
iþ1 is a zero of F i ðxÞ; so we may assume that
for all 1pipk; where a 1 ¼ a: Now, by (10) and considering that F i ðxÞ is an irreducible polynomial of degree 2 iÀ1 n over F 2 s ; we obtain
Therefore by (10) and (11) we have
Considering also that F iþ1 ðxÞ is an irreducible polynomial of degree 2 i n over F 2 s ; it follows that
Hence by (12)
Therefore, we have
for 1pipk: From (13) we immediately obtain
So we have
and by (8) we have
Hence, according to Proposition 2 the element a kþ1 is a normal element over F 2 s : So F kþ1 ðxÞ is an N-polynomial over F 2 s : And since by (13) 
and, by (3) and (15) we have
Similarly by (3) and (16)
So, it is easily proved by induction
and
Now, according to (14) , since by assumption Tr qjp ðnd 0 þ c nÀ1 Þ is non-zero and F ðxÞ is irreducible over F q ; then by Proposition 4 the polynomial F 0 ðxÞ ¼ F ðg 0 ðxÞÞ is irreducible over F q : Further the induction is used to show that the coefficient of x in F k ðxÞ denoted as ½xF k ðxÞ is given by 
Then by (3) and (20) we have that 
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Hence for every lAF p ; we obtain
By (19) we have
Similarly by (20) we have
By (22), (21) and (17), for k ¼ 1 and lAF p we obtain
Using (23), assume for any kX1; lAF p we have
Then by (22) and (24)
So by induction, we have
Hence by (25) the coefficient of x in F k ðxÞ is given by
From relations (18) and (26) we have that
Therefore by (27) the coefficient of
Also in view of the fact that a and d u AF p ; the trace coefficient of x n k À1 is equal
So, the trace Tr qjp ð½xF k ðxÞ=F k ð0ÞÞ is non-zero by assumption (14) . Now, according to Proposition 4, since by assumption the trace Tr qjp ð½xF k ðxÞ=F k ð0ÞÞ of the coefficient x n k À1 of the polynomial F ; so that j 1 ðxÞ ¼ x À 1 is the only choice for an irreducible factor. And in this case Proposition 2 is equivalent to the following statement. Let n ¼ p r and PðxÞ ¼ P n u¼0 a u x u be an irreducible polynomial over F q : Then PðxÞ is an N-polynomial if and only if a nÀ1 a0: Here, by (28) the coefficient of x n k À1 of the polynomial F Ã k ðxÞ is equal
which is non-zero. So since F Another iterative technique to construct a sequence ðF k ðxÞÞ kX1 of N-polynomials of degree p kþ2 over F q by employing Artin-Schreier polynomials was given by Scheerhorn in [11] .
Note that if we require F ðd 0 Þ ¼ aAF 
; then the product of the absolute traces
by assumption is non-zero. Then all the conditions in Theorem 3 are satisfied. Hence by Theorem 3, F k ðxÞ is irreducible over F q of degree p kþ2 for every kX0: Here, by (28) the coefficient of x n k À1 of the polynomial F Ã k ðxÞ is equal
which is non-zero. 
Linear transformation of the N-polynomials over finite fields
The following method for constructing N polynomials over F q is interesting from both a theoretical and a practical point of view. 
where a; bAF q and aa0 is an N-polynomial over F q :
Proof. Let a be a root of PðxÞ: Since the polynomial PðxÞ is an N-polynomial of degree n over F q ; then aAF q n is a normal element of F q n over F q and is of s-order Ord a;s ðxÞ ¼ x n À 1: Since the polynomial PðxÞ is an irreducible polynomial over F q and a; bAF q and aa0; then it follows that the polynomial F ðxÞ ¼ Pðax þ bÞ is irreducible over F q and if a is a root of PðxÞ; then b ¼ a À1 ða À bÞ is a root of F ðxÞ by (29). Let x n À 1 factor as (1) and let F i ðxÞ be as in (2 Now, since by Proposition 2 PðxÞ is an N-polynomial over F q if and only if L F i ðaÞa0; i ¼ 1; 2; y; r; then we have L F i ðbÞa0; i ¼ 1; 2; y; r: Therefore, according to Proposition 2 the element bAF q n is a normal element of F q n over F q : So by (29) the polynomial F ðxÞ is an N-polynomial over F q : This completes our proof. &
